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Hydrogen is the simplest atomic structure in nature.
The hydrogen atcm is made up of one electron and one proton;
the hydrogen molecule, two electrons and tv;o protons. Bohr
used the hydro;;jen model tc build up the structure of all
chemical atoms. The atomdc hydrogen Sjpectrum has consequently
been carefully studied and its wave numbers accurately deter-
mjined. On the other hana the molecular hydrc<:.en spectrum was
one of the first cases on which the old classical quantum
mechanics broke down. It is a coiaplicated spectrumi as com.-
pared with the atomic hyarcgen spectrum ana many of its wave
lengths are not knov/n with certainty.
In this paper an attempt has been made to present
pertinent parts cf the theory of the structure of atom.ic
hydrogen, a detailed ana mathematical theoretical study of
the hydrogen molecular spectrum, and experir.:ental aata on




Accarding to classical el ectrodynar Ics , the atom should
radiate energy continuously at a rate proportional to the
square of the acceleration of the electron. In this case
there would be a continuous variation in the total energy,, E,
and hence the radiation vi^ould consist of a continuous
spectrum. 'I'o explain the observed sharp line spectrum of
atomic hydrogen Bohr postulated that only those crbits are
permissible f cr which the angular momentum of tlri e electron
is a whole multiple of h/2^» These stationary crbits may
be expressed ac mvr = nh/2if (1) where n is an integer and
mvr is equal to the angular momentum of the electron.
Accoraing to I3ohr, radiation does not take place while an
eleo^/ron moves in its orbit, but only when the electron goes
f roi . one level of energy to another level of energy. The
quantum of li^Jrit emitted may be expressed as hV^r hcV - (2)
E-^~E2 where is the frequency, "V is the wave number of
light, c is the velocity of ligtit (2.997f x lO-'-^cm/sec . }
,
h is i'lanck's constant {6.<j10 x 10 "^'erg sec), and the i^'s
are energy levels v;ith subscripts indicating the shells.
The Eohr frequency condition also holds for the absorption of
lig!:it and hence the wave number cf absorbed or emitted light
ma^ be expressed as i/ ~ Ei .Eg (3)
He He
Substituting the energy values cf the hydrogen atom into the

pi 1
equation gives 1/ = RZ (-€• ~ —g ) where and n^ are (4)
principal quantum numbers of the two states ccncerned, Z is
the atonic number, and R = Fx^/hc = 2f^^e^/ch^ = 109,677.76 cm^
= Rydberg constant. Equation (4) gives an accurai^e expression
of the whole spectrum of the hyc:.rogen atom. Thus we see that
the wave number of a spectral line can be represented as the
difference between tv;o terms.
From Coulom.b's law the force of attraction between the





v/here E is the charge on the nucleus and e, the charge on
the electron. From Newton* s second lav, of miotion
F = m:a - EZ£ (6)
kr
where m equals the mass of the electron, a the centripetal
acceleration, and v, the velocity of the electron. Equating
(5) and (o) and rearran^^ing terms gives mv = e /kr.
Eliminating v from (1) and (7) and solving for r gives the
permissible orbits.
Corrections
Sorrmierfeld intrcduced three ref ineiiien ts to the Bohr
(7)
theory. In Bohr's equation P r ^ h
—
4fnn
where m is the
e*-Z
mass of the electron, r gives the radii of the possible
orbits. Sonir.er feld found it necessary to replace m by the
_ since the electron as well, as thereduced mass = -iEL
m-t 1,1
nucleus revolves about the common center of gravity rather

4than the nucleus.
Sommerfelu replaced circular orbits by elliptic orbits.
In an ellipse r is not constant and hence rrius t be considered
along with the an^::^ e of rotation (i^. The action integrals
where n^ is the azimuthal quantum number and np is the radial
quantum number express the anr^^lo-^ radial momentum as
integral multiples of h/2
-f . The azimuthal quantum number is
a reasure of the minor axis of the ellipse and the principal
quantum number n is a measure cf the r.ajor axis*
Sommerfeld also found that the axis of the ellipse rotates;
slowly and uniformly about the center cf gravity. Thus he
applied relativistic mechanics to the m.otion of the electron.
The energy of the elliptic orbit
from that of the circular orbit. The variation is due to a
relativistic correction depending on n^. The latter quantum
number also forms a basis for the explanation of some of the
fine structure of tlrie lines*
Uhlenbeck and Goudsmit introduced an electron spin to
account for t.he fine structure of lines in spectral series
of some of the elements and anomalous Zeemian effect.
Different forms of coupling are possible v/hen there are
several electrons in one atom. In the Russell-Saunders
and
cc
5coupling, the 1 values for all the electrons are added
vectorially giving the vector L. The vectorial sum of the
spin vectors for each electron gives the vector S. The
vectorial addition of L and S gives the vector J. In the
j j coupling individual 1 and s vectors add to give j, and the
j vectors for all electrons are added.
Pauli»£ exclusion principle, forbidding the existence
in one atorx of two electrons with the sarr.e quantum numbers,
was used to deterrriine the number and properties of all the
electrons in a given atom.
In general in allowed ti^ansi tions, ^ L = •* 1 and
^ J = * 1 or 0, but not J = 0 ---^ J » 0,
Breakdown of the Bohr Theory
The Eohr theory of the ele ctron worked very v;ell for
the hydrogen atom upon v/hich it v/as based, but broke down
when applied to the more complex atoLS and molecules. The
ionization potential is the voltage necessary to supply just
enough energy to ionize the hydrogen atom, that is, to remove
the electron from the Icwest orbit of hydrogen, n = 1, to
n - outside the atom. The numferical value of this potential
can be computed from the values of the two energy levels
E/c>and E-j_. Comparable values for the theoretical and experi-
mental ionization potentials of the hydrogen atom were
obtained, because of the simplicity of the structure of
molecular hydrogen, the value of its ionization potential




The experimental value was expected to be a few tenths higher
than the value calculated theoretically because some vibra-
tional levels generally becoF.e excited when a molecule is
ionized by an electron iiLpact. Theoretically the potential
for molecular hydrogen was calculated at 23.7 volts.
Experim.entally it v. as determined to be 15.9 volts. This
discrepancy marked the breakdovm of the old theory as applied




The breakdown of the simpler Bohr theory necessitated
a new and more complicated theory which would be in agreement
with experimental data. Several persons worked out a new
quantum mechanics, each by a different method. Dirac used
symbols; Heisenberg, matrices; and Schroedinger, differential
equations
•
Neglecting relativity and electron and nuclear spin, the
new quantum mechanics may be expressed by Schroedinger » s wave
equation. For the hydrogen molecule, consisting of tv.-o nuclei
and two electrons, this equation in Cartesian co-ordinates is
811^ I ^a ^^b
i^a^ ^b^l ^a^2 ^b^2 - ^a^b
-®lf2_ 0
5al ^bl ^a2 ^b2 ^ab ^12
which is a relationship among masses, radii, and energies*
The M»s are nuclei masses, the m»s are electron masses, the
E's with subscripts are charges on the nuclei, the e»s are
charges on the electrons, and the h is the energy. Since
m and m__ are both small quantities, as a first approximation
the first two terms may be omitted and the equation becomes

8The solution of Schroe dinger* s equation gives the probability
of the location of an electron as a function of co-ordinate
position. Letting £3 Ej_ - B^E-^ fixes the nculel at a
^^ab
certain distance from one another and hence eliminates (1)
the possibility of vibration of the nuclei in the direction
of the Internuclear axis r^j^ and (2) the rotation of the axis
about some other axis.
If ~\p^ (v) is a wave function involving only the vibra-
tional quantum number v, "j/(R) is another involving only the
rotational quantum number R, and'^(8) is a solution of (8),
then
Y(8)
= y(9)Y (v) fCR) (10)
is the form taken by solutlons~)[/ (9) of (9) to the approxima-
tion considered*
U(^) = Eg^ bgP where the latter is a useful approxlma- (]2
tion for only small vibrational values of 1^ and is only
applicable to small vibrational quantum numbers and rather
heavy molecules. Here ^ is defined by r = r^d*^); r^ is
the equilibrium value of the internuclear distance; E^i
denotes the value of the energy in the equilibrium configura-
tion, and b2 is a constant. The wave functions (11) depend
on the form taken for the potential energy (12) of. the nuclei.
= he iaJq{v ^) is the first term of a series of powers of v
representing the vibrational wave functions in the case of
Hg where ^ is not small.
In order to obtain the wave functions (11) the Hermitic
c
polynomial H(p) «^ must be determined. It has its (13)
coefficients a^ determined by the recursion formula




The constants a)^, the fundamental vibration frequency in the
equilibrium configuration, and the constant Be, which
corresponds to the equilibrium separation are given by
bp 2 2
-TT- = ^e^ (15) and = cB, (16
where c is the velocity of light and 1q, the moment of inertia
of the molecule about an axis perpendiculgir to the line join-
ing the nuclei.
In polar co-ordinates where r is constant ^ (R) becomes
sin 9 >e sin20
V 7 2 * 'rot
hcB, (17)
which is the equation of the zonal surface harmonic. Since
it has finite solutions only when E^^^/hcBg = K(K* 1) where
K is a positive integer, the proper rotational energy values
^rot ' ^^^e ^ " 0,1,2,3, etc. The solutions (13)
of (17) corresponding to each K can be any one of the 2K* 1
functions
cos (M^sin^'^/^ d'^ Pp:(cos^). M = 0,1,2. ..K
(dcos ^ )^*-
(19)
sin(M^isin^^^ P^(cos^) 1,2, . • .K
cc
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or any linear combination of them. There is a consequent
2K* 1 fold degeneracy and any rotational state with quantum
number K has a statistical weight 2K 1» In terms of
Schroedinger s theory an eigenvalue is degenerate when a
given operator has more than one eigenvalue for one eigen-
function, e.g. if ^u = Xu and ^ v =Xv, A*ls degenerate
The total number of nodes is K, for each of the functions
(19) has M plane nodes
^
is a constant and K - M conical
nodes ^ , constant. The zonal harmonics, Pj^(cos<^), in
(19) are Po(cos^) = 1; Pi(cosl5^) = cos (9 ; P2(cos .^) =
3/2cos^^ - 2-; P3(cos ^) = 5/2cos'^<^ - 3/2 cos 6^ ; etc.
The Hydrogen Molecular Ion, Hg *
It is impossible to visualize the wave functions which
solve (9), the simplest form of the wave equation containing
the essentials for Hg* because they occupy six-din.ensional
space. There are three space co-ordinates for each of the
two electrons and it is therefore easier to grasp the
meaning of the molecular spectroscopic quantum numbers if
the binuclear one electron system, Hg *, is studied. Removing
the terms in (9) involving the second electron gives
^—V ^ Li- * ef . E)\j/= 0 (20)
8f m {'^1 ' '
where r^, and rg are the distances from the electron to each
€
of the two protons and E^^ = = e numerically for Hg * •
The solutions of wave equations such as (9) or (20)
must be finite, continuous, and single-valued in the space
of the particle or electron and must satisfy appropriate
conditions at the boundary. Therefore solutions will only
exist for proper values of E which may form either a discrete
oi- continuous set of nximbers extending between certain limits
or may be interpreted geometrically, but physical interpreta-
tion is possible only when the Y"^^ction is multiplied by
its conjugate function and a volume element dv. "dv
represents the probability that the electron will be found
in the volume dv at a given instant. ^^is normalized when
the units are so adjusted that the v/hole distribution
J^J^^Y*^"^ represents one electron.
If and are two solutions of the sam.e wave
equation with proper values E^^ and E^, then
/// TmY„ dv = 0 ; (21)
m n unless the system is degenera i-e . The set of functions
• 4n satisfying the equation are saia to be
orthogonal. If x is a co-ordinate of the electron,
ex^i"dv should be the x component of the contribu-
tion to the dipole moment of the molecule v;hich arises from
the electron. Therefore a knowledge of^feiculd teH s ernething aoo-it tirie
cc
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dipole moments of the molecules and that behaviour that
will maice possible a determination of the intensity of the
radiation they emit. ^ should give (1) the average distri-
bution of the electron in space (2) proper values of energy
which are directly related to the frequency of the spectral
lines and (3) data concerning electron moments that will
provide information for aetermdnation of intensities of
spectral lines where zero intensities indicate transitions
are forbidden.
Equation (20) is separable in the allipsoidal co-
ordinate = * •'^Q , the hyperboloidal co-ordinate
r
~ and the planes through the internuclear axis,
r
giving the angle of revolution • The partial differential





The Y" ''^ solving these equations must have all the
properties heretofore discussed. If the angle ^is single
valued, "^(^ 2ktf) where k is any integer. (25)
r
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V/ith A*s and B* s as undetermined constants
f{f) = e^"^4 e"^'^ {2 6) or = B^^cosl^?^* B2 sini^{27]
become the solutions of (22). Because of (25) and (26)
has to satisfy the infinite set of equations
Ai e^^^d-e^^iT^) Ag e'^^^ (1 - e'SniVST^ = 0
Ai e^^^(l-e4^1">^) t Ag e-i7^ (1 - e-^TTi"^) = 0 (28)
Ai ei-^d - e^^kii^ ^ e'^'^l - e-^^rkitS) = q
gStilT^C
^ ^
- e-27rira. OP ^=A^, 0,1, 2, etc.
When A= 0, Wf^)is a constant; for other values, an infinite
number of functions satisfy all the conditions to which the
wave function V^^is subject. But these are all linear com-
binations of any two that are mutually independent so that
there are really only tv/o independent wave functions for
each value of A There is a two-fold degeneracy under-
standable from the fact that nothing is said about the
fixation of a plane from v/hich ^ is to be measured. If the
nuclei are allowed to rotate so that they prescribe a
direction perpendicular to the internuclear axis, degeneracy
v/ill be removed and each of the "levels" determined by X(A><^)
become doubled.
Equations (23) and (24) possess wave-functions which
satisfy the conditions of integrabili ty for discrete sets
of values of the separation constant ^ and of the energy E«
If the infinite set of aiscrete values
, for ^ for
which (23) and (24) have a solution satisfying the conditions^
cc
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are arranged In order, there will be an infinite series
of E for which a wave function exists. States with
^ = 0 have a statistical weight one and one v/ave function
for each proper value of E^^ • States vd. th X 0 have a
statistical v/e ight of two and two wave functions for every
proper value of "E^y •
SinceYls a wave function separable into^
( f )Yci)Y( f )
*
If^s 0, one of the associated ^« s must equal zero* The
equation~Y« 0 represents a nodal surface in space and is
called the nodal surface of the v/ave function i The nodal
surfaces of the other functions, (^), ^( 0 have already-
been defined respectively as ellipsoids, hyperbol cids , and
a set of planes passing through the internuclear axis.
Keeping two wave functions fixed and arranging the other
associated set in order of proper values of E(^,^, ^) upward
gives nodes of "^(^ (associated set) as 0,1, 2, etc. A quantiun
number for a terni or level of the system, E, may therefore
be defined as the number of nodes in the associated wave
functions for one of the co-ordinates into which the wave
equation is separable. In the doniain 0<(f 2l!,~^ {(f) has
exactly Anodes . The quantum number for^is used, to describe
the state of the molecule; Xh is the angular momentum of
2 TT
the electron about the internuclear axis. (.Quantum numbers of
the co-ordinates ^ and ^ are not used. Instead two combinations
of the three primitive quantum numbers are used,/'^and n,
which are analogous to the principal and azimuthal quantum
i
IS
numbers cf atomic spectroscopy. The £ is the sum of the
nodes of ^ ancL'^i'^) and n = nodes of'^{(/) * nodes of ^ (
^
f nodes of'4'(J) I* '^^-^ condition n - 1 ^ ^ X restricts
n,p, and A . It is customary to expre:.'s values of jb'^Y a
series of letters £,p,d,f ,g,h,i,l£,l. . . and values ofX by
Greek small letters, each set of lettering being for values
of the quantum numbers 0,1,2,5,4
Heitler and London Treatment
Heitler and Lonacn treatea the molecules as made up of
two neutral hydrogen atoms in their recpective ground states
to a first approximation and then considered how the virave
functions of the atoms would have to be moaified to satisfy
Schroedinger ' £ equation which applies when the nuclear
distance is kept constant. The unperturbed wave functions
are taken v^hich imply that one electron is near one nucleus
and the other electron is near the other nucleus. This can
be express ed^-j_/2 ^^^^2^1* '^'^ first electron belon(^:£ to
nucleus a, Yl~ '"r^^ ( ) e"^^l/^o5 to nucleus b, (2^iTff o
Both of these wave functions exist in x,y, z space but aiffer
entirely because they are in different parte of the space.
Corresponding terms for the second electron are




The two-fold degeneracy resulting from <j^2 and
oelonging to the same energy values of the unper-
turbed system, may be removed by taking two orthogonal
linear combinations of them, = a^l/2 ^^2^
(31)
under the conditions
a*^ « b*^f Sab S = 1
c** f d'^^Scd S = 1
(32)
ac bdf (ad* bc)S= 0
which normalize ''Cand
^
and provide that they be orthogonal
As a result of (32) ^ = ^ {^1^2 *f^fi )





When values v^= are substituted in (9)
y^f f
= 2Eo Ell - ^11^ " ^12 belonging to %i;^^2^\
1 •» S "f 2(sym. in 1 and 2)
and
E. = 2Eo E^i * EiiS - E12 oelonging to '^l f^-^^j^l (36)
I 1 - S (anti. in'^1'* ana 2)





L-^ ^ 2 ^1 rb^
# *£) vii^^7dv,dv,
^a2 rbL - 2 J ^ '
(37)
^12 = { 2e2 . e£ . e2 _ - e^\%c(^^




The occurrence of two different energy values E^and
Is a re;.ult of the possibility of interchange of two electrons
in the molecule. With the foref-;oing equations, hovifever, such
interchange v/oula be probable only at atomic distances*
En E since the symmetric function ^^^L^ has no nodes
/ 7 2* 2S





Ea is alvifays positive which means the atom.s repel each
other at all distances and hence a molecule with this type
of wave function can not exist physically. E^has a
minimum at about r 5a^/2, which is the internuclear distance
for the normal hyarogen molecule in the ground state. At
greater distances the nuclei attract each other; at smaller,
they repel. From a study of curves in which the energy of
hyarogen molecules is graphed as a function of the inter-
nuclear distance, one sees that the foriration of the
molecule is due more particularly to the interlapping of
the wave-func tion s which give rise to the electron inter-
change phenomena.
Electron Spin Effects
To explain the existence of multiplets, electrons have
been assigned a quantized rotation or spin for which there
are only tv/ o possible quantum numbers, t ^ corresponding
to quantized angular momenta, * s'^/^"^ • The electron spin
is associated with the interaction between an electron and
an atom molecule or a system of atoms or m.olecules. Dirac
r
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has shown the mathematical connection between the electron
spin and the mouification necessary to make Schroedinger »
s
equation inv;ariant under a Lorentz transformation.
The spin magnetic moment q-^ ^ associated with the
spin angular mom-entum -g- is important in the theory of
magnetic properties of bodies. It reacts with the magnetic
moments of the electron orbits. The moments are coupled
v;hen interaction is strong enough to prouuce a resultant
from the orbital and spin moments. The coupled moment is
space-quantized by a moderately strong external field and
the electron transitions betv/een the resulting levels then
give the ordinary Zeeman effect of the corresponding main
lines. A strong external field may break down the coupling
so that the orbital and spin m.oments are space-quantized
separately by the field. The transitions then give the
Paschen-Bach effect. Coupling between spin and orbits
increases rapidly v/ith increasing atomic number.
The Pauli Exclusion Principle
Pauli's exclusion principal states that in a normal or
excited atom no two electrons can have the same four quantum
numbers, n, 1, m, and s. The principle is closely connected
with the general properties of wave functions. Assuming a
discrete spectrum and neglecting interaction of particles,
one would have kl-fold degeneracy for a system containing k
identical particles. Letting the wave function of the f"^^
particle, as a function of three co-ordinates and spin, be
r*
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expressed as~^^(r^^), the kl linearly independent wave
functions may be expressed "^^(r^
^) l)i^(r^2)^^(r^^) . .^(r^^)
(39)
Other systems of k I linearly independent linear combinations
may be used and the system must be considered when the
interaction of the particles is treated as a perturbation.




l|/^(l,2,...k) =Y(1.2,.,.k) - ^.(r^^ )| (i,e=l,2,..lt) (41)
which have simple structures are among the kl linear
aggregates obtained. (40) is unaltered by interchange of
any two particles and is symmetric; (41) changes sign and
is antisymmetric v/hen any two particles are interchanged.
Taking the synmetric and anti-symmetric functions of the
hydrogen molecule asYg(l,2) and^^(l,2), the proba- (42)
bility of transition from one state to the other is
/f (1,2) 'Lfg(l,2) ^(l,2)dv dv where f(l,2) is a function (43)
which is unaltered when the indistinguishable electrons are
Interchanged. Interchanging electrons changes only the
variables of integration and the sign of "^^(1,2). Conse-
quently the integral vanishes and the conclusion must be that
there are no transitions between symnietric and antisymmetric
states «
More generally, the terms of a system containing n
equal particles may be so divided into partial systems that
only the terms belonging to a given partial system can combine
r
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with each other. There will always be two partial systems
in one of which the wave functions are symmetric, while in
the other they are antisymmetric.
If the interaction of the particles is a symmetric
function of their co-ordinates, the foregoing result holds
for any interaction between the particles. The existence
of two systems of terras between members of v/hich there are
no possible transitions implies that only one set of terms
is applicable to a given type of structure such as an
electron or photon, when the symj^etric system is applicable
to a structure, a definite distribution of the particles
among the individual states corresponds to only a single
wave function. i/Vhen the an ti-symmetric system is applicable,
the wave function which corresponds to two particles in the
same state always vanishes because the wave function changes
sign when any t^ o particles are interchanged. Therefore no
two particles can be in the sane state cr have the same
quantum numbers. Thus v^e see that the particles to which
Paull's exclusion principle applies require an antisymmetric
term sys tern.
The principle is not only applicable to electrons in
atoms, but it may be applied to electrons in the hydrogen
molecule with only a corresponding change in one quantum
number; m is replaced by X • The quantum numbers applicable
to electrons in heavier molecules vary from K and L shells
to the outer shells, but it may be stated that no two
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electrons v/hose wave functions overlap may have identical
quantum numbers.
' The Quantum Number
For molecules containing more than one electron, the
quantum number for the cyclic co-ordinate ^is denoted by^.
Vi/here X *s may be assigned to individual electrons, it is
equal to their algebraic sum. Values of A 0,1,2,3, etc.
are indicated by ^ »^ t^fi etc. From the energy values
of the levels in the terms that have been interpreted with
certainty and fj/om the structure of the spectrum, it is
apparent that only one electron is excited in the hydrogen
molecule, v/hile the other remains in the Is state • Therefore
A for the excited electron would equal the A for the hydrogei,
molecule. Many lines have not been classified and other
empirically established levels do not fit this theoretical
scheme, however. A depends upon various interactions
between the orbital and spin moments and the rotation and
the relation of these to the internuclear axis. In the
case of the hydrogen molecule, the electron spin interaction
v/ith the other motions is negligibly weak. Then Ain the
hydrogen molecule is made up of the contribution of the
unexcited electron and the pro j ection \ of the 1 of the
i excited electron on the internuclear axis. Vi/hen hyarogen
molecule has a low rotational quantum number, A ii^teracts with




Using arrows to indicate the angiilar momenta
V 2 ^^2 ^ 2
~K ~ m or using quantum numbers (44)
r^J^VUT^^l) K = 0,1,2.... (45)
4lp^ 1—
The energy of the rotation terms is
E^^^. « _4^L-£(K* 1) -if ] - hcE £(K* 1) -^^=hcW(K,^) (46)
81)^1 ^
when W(K,rv) denotes the wave number equivalent of the
energy. Absolute values of V/ can not be determined from
the analysis of the structure of rotational partial bands,
but the set of quantities Y/(K't 1) - W(K) can be determined
for all admissible values of K. K must be equal to or
greater than A. From (46) the possible values of A may be
determined for many rotational bands. Foi* those bands
whose structure is too complicated for this method, other
methods are available.
If F^represents the rotational part of the energy,
P"^ the vibrational and F®1 the electronic energy each divided
by he, the energies E of a molecule can be expressed!
E/hc = P^l F^ (47)
This is not exact due to the interplay of energies, but is a
r V
close approximation. P may be obtained from (46), F from
(14) and F®-'- from (35). Successive values substituted in
(47) give values of E/hc which may be substituted in (3).
Values of V thus obtained may becompared with values which





The object of the research involved, in this paper was
to cTetermine the v/ave lengths of molecular hydrogen in the
region between A5200 S and \5S00 A as recorded on a
spectrogram containing comparison iron lines. Under the
direction of the late Professor Norton A. Kent of Boston
University, Dr. Reginald G. Lacount obtained this spectro-
gram by exposing an Eastman Spectroscopic Plate, Type I-D,
in the thirty-foot Littrov/ mount spectrograph at Boston
iJniversi ty.
On the following page is a diagram of the apparatus
used by Dr. Lacount. G is a plane grating with 15,000
lines to the inch ruled by R. Y/. Wood. The light from the
hydrogen a is charge tube and the Pfund arc alternatively v/ere
focused by a lens and a large concave mirror, M^^, with
focal length 97.5 cm on the slit, S. L^^, a six inch lens,
rendered parallel the light entering the slit and after
diffraction at G focused it on the photographic plate
thirty feet from, the lens at H. The Littrov/ mounting,
based on the Hov/land circle, has the grating and the
photographic plate and slit at opposite ends of a chord on
the Rowland circle.




(Not drawn to scale)
G = Diffraction Grating
M = Plane hiirror. Frcnt isilvered
Mq= Concave Mirror. Front Silvered
K = Plate Holder
S - Adjustable Slit
L = Achromatic Lens
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The light from the hydrogen discharge tube was obtained
when a 190 ma current at 14,000 volts was applied between
the terminals of the tube, thus raising the molecules to an
excited state from whence they returned to the ground state
with the emisc-ion of light energy. The Pfund arc was used
to produce the iron spectra. The lower and negative elec-
trode consisted of a massive rod of iron with a depression
in the top to hold a bead of iron oxide. The positive
electrode consisted of a rod of iron.
Harrison Automatic Comparator and kicrophotometer
The automatic com.parator and l1 cropho tometer developed
by Professor George rw. Harrison in connection with the MIT
Wavelength Project was used to measure the plate. This
instrument was constructed to measure, compute, and record
up to two thousand wave lengths per minute as well as a
micropho tome ter trace of line intensities. A numbered dial
is coupled by a continuously-moving shaft to the rest of
the automatic recorder so that it moves with the plate*
The wave length recordings are m.ade when the dial is illumi-
nated by a mercury arc flashed by a thyraton when there is
a voltage drop of zero between two photocells. VK'hen the
line is observed by only one cell the voltage drop is
large. The cells are connected in opposition and their
difference current is am-plified, rectified, and
impressed across a resistance to give this potential

difference. The spectral line interrupts first the beam of
light going to one cell and later the beam going to the other.
The light falling on a third photocell causes an alter-
nating current which is amplified, rectified, and fed through
a moving-magnet oscillograph. The oscillograph traces the
density curve on the moving film. To get to the photocells
the light (1) passes through a disc which interrups it at
the rate of three thousand times per second; (2) passes
through the spectral plate j (3) falls on a slit and (4) is
divided into three parts by glass rhombs* The wave lengths
are recorded on 35 mm motion picture film for plate measure-
ment (1) in the direction of decreasing wave length and
(2) in the direction of increasing wave length. Approximately
16 £ are recorded on every foot of film. From the two films
the average wave length was determined for each line.
Standard Lines
The primary standard of wave length adopted by the
International Astronomical Union in 1938 was the red cadmium
line X' 6438.4696 Angstroms in dry air at 15^ C on the
hydrogen thermometer at a pressure of 760 mm of mercury with
the value of g at 980.67 (45^). Certain secondary standards
have also been adopted, most of which are lines in the
spectrum of iron. Their source is the Pfund arc with an
iron rod 6-7 millimeters in diameter as the upper electrode
and a bead of iron oxide as the lov/er pole. The arc is

operated between 110 ana 250 volts with 5 amptres or less at
a length cf 12-15 millireters used over a central zone at
ri^ht an^^les to the ax3.s oi' the arc. Only lines riieasured
conccraantly and independently in at least three laboratories
are accepted as standards .Certain of the most intense lines
on the films corresponded to secondary iron standard lines
in the region )^918 .999 to X3615.652. Other intense lines
beyond that region cor re spondinfj to tertiary hydrogen
standard v/ave len<_^ths were determined by the interferometric
m^ethod and published by Dr. Lev/is S. Combes. The difference
betVi'een the standard and the averaged film lines v^-ere-; plotted
against increasing wave length ana a smooth parabolic curve
drawn*
Since iron w?. ve len ths were also recorded on the films,
they had to be eliminated. The averaged corrected wave
lengths v/ere compcuL-ed v;i th iron lines from MIT and
Transactions of the Ai ci'ican Philosophical ^:'0ciety Tables
and hydrogen lines from Table II of Lrs. E. 3. Clancy's
Matter's thesis. The h;>drogen lines determined by the
foregoing procedure are recorded in Table II of this paper.

TABLES lA AND IB ANJD EXPLANATION
Table lA contains a list of secondary iron standard
lines in Angstrom units in column (1), the corresponding
wave lengths averaged from the two films in column (2),
and the corrections v/hich must be added to (2) in column (3)«
Table IB contains tertiary hyarogen standard lines in
Angstrom units in column (1), the corresponding averaged
film wave lengths in column (2), and the corrections which
must be added to (2) in column (3).
TABLE lA
(1) (2) (3)


















































A small-scale photographic reproduction of the correction
curve appears on tiie folloy/ing page. The abscissa is expressed
in terir.s of averaged lines from column (2) and the ordinates
in terms of the corrections from coliimn (3) Tables lA and IB*
The linear dispersion of a plane grating may be expressed
as
^ = f nd A d cos'^
where f is the distance of the image from the lens on its
axis or the focal length of the lens forming the system,
n is the order of diffraction, d is the grating constant,
1 is the distance along the plate and § is the angle of
diffraction m-easured with respect to the normal to the
grating. The dispersion is therefore a minimum when; - 0,
and the spectrum is photographed normal to the grating*
Since ^^is not zero throughout the region A 5146 toA^SOO,
the correction curve is a cosine function.
For small values of the diffraction angle j the
corrections are due almost entirely to departures from
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EXPLANATION OF TABLE II
Table II contains the pertinent data*
Column (4) is the intensity of each line, on an arbitrary
scale of 0-8, measured approximately from the density tracings
on the film-
Columns (5) and (6) are the wave lengths to ten-thousandths
of an Angstrom unit, which were recorded by the automatic
recorder on the two films*
Column (7) is the average of these readings to ten-thousandths
of an Angstrom unit.
Column (8) is an average of these readings to a thousandth
of an Angstrom unit.
Column (9) is the correction interpolated from the correction
curve. It is read in thousandths of an Angstrom unit.
Column (10) is the corrected wave length to seven figures.
Column (11) is the wave number, in air, which is the
reciprocal of the wave length given in (10).
Wave numbers are more useful in carrying out theoretical
calcula tions since they represent the difference betv/een two
energy states or levels. V^ave numbers in column (11) could
be compared with values calculated by substituting in (3)
energies determined in (47).
Many of the lines oc curing on the spectrogram and
consequently listed on the films could not be identified
as either iron or molecular hydrogen lines. The spectrogram
{
was marked molecular deuterium as well as iron and molecular
hydrogen. Comparison with a plate containing deuterium
alone proved, that if present at all, the amount of deuterium
was very negligible. The unidentified lines may be due to
deuterium or DH or may be unidentified iron or molecular
hydrogen lines
•
In many cases where strong iron lines occur, less intense
hydrogen lines in the vicinity were not recorded on either
film. This difficulty occurs because the A and C slope does
not come to zero for the less intense line (See Procedure).
No attempt has been inade to include such lines since they
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The accuracy of the wave lengths is affected b'j the
following:
(1) Since the spectrum is not normal, the position of the
spectral lines is net exactly proportional to the wave
length. Theoretically, the correction curve rectifies this
difficulty.
(2) The true focal curve and the theoretical curve of the
plate are usually not the same. There is often a slight
error remaining even after a great aeal of inechanical
adjus ting.
(3) The spectrogram may be inclined to the focal plane.
(4) A curvature of the spectral lines occurs on the plate.
It is a function of the angle cf incidence betvireen the slit
and the normal to the grating.
(5) The photographic emu. sion does not shrink evenly.
(6) Great care was taken to keep the temperature and pressure
of the hydrogen and of the air between the aLit, ^rating,
and plate constant. Any change in these would have introduced
a large error.
(7) Very small amounts of impurities are reaaily detectable
in the electrodes of the Pfund arc. However, since only
those lines vAiich corresponded to Ivirs . Clancy's lines were
included in this thesis, the wave lengths of impurities
should not affect the recorded lines* There is the possibiHtj

that strong lines of impurities have obscured hydrogen lines
in the inmediate vicinity.
(8) There is a very slight possioility of error due to the
micpodensitometer . There is a negligible backlash and no
important c±i.ange v;ith temperature. The average deviation of
the automatic recorder is O.OOOoS.
(9) The secondary iron standards chosen had values occuring
in both M.I.T. tables andl>r. Combes» thesis . Since Dr. Combes
used these secondary standards to determine his tertiary
hydrogen standards, the latter should have an avera;i,e devia-
o
tion of 0.001 A.
(10) The actvial drawing of the correction curve is accurate
o
to O.CCl A. No attempt was made to read it beyond thousandths
of an Angstrom.
(11) The wide hydrogen lines are so intense that the wave
lengths recorded on the two film vary greatly. The two
film read opposite sides of the intensity peaks. Hence the
wave lengths are less accurate for wide lines.
(12) Increase in temperature or pressure cause a broadening
of spectral lines and thus decrease the accuracy of their
determination. The v^fidth of the line on the plate is also
a function of slit width, m.inimum width being limited by
diffraction effects, (see Statenent on page 46).
The fairly constant deviation betv.een the tv. c film of
from approximately 0.01 S to COS £ is taken care of when the
film averages are corrected by the graph.

Combining the above errors, the determination of the
o
wave lengths can not be accurate to less than 0.02 A»
ii
WIDTH OF THE SPECTRAL LlimS
The natural v/idth of the spectral line may be determined,
from a distribution curve ootained by plotting the intensity
of radiation against the wave length for each line.
Collisions of radiating atoms v/ith other atom-S result in a
broadening of the spectral line. The Doppler effect also
causes broadening of spectral lines. The radiating atom
approaching the observer emits a shorter v;ave length than
a stationary atom, and the receding atom emits a longer wave
length. Increase in tanperature or pressure increases the
number of collisions and the miotion of the atoms, and hence
increases the width of the spectral lines. The slit width
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ABSTRACT
This paper presents the wave lengths of molecular hydrogen
spectrum in the region 5200 S to 5800 A as determined by
measurement and comparison with iron and previously determined
molecular hydrogen lines.
Dr. R. Cf, Lacount obtained a spectrogram of hydrogen and
iron lines in this region by exposing a plate in a Littrow-
mount spectrograph at Boston University using a hydrogen
discharge tube and a Pfund arc as sources.
The wave lengths and intensities of the spectrogram lines
were measured with the Harrison automatic recorder in the
direction of (1) increasing and (2) decreasing wave length.
Corrections were added to the average values. A correction
curve was drawn through points plotted for a series of
secondary iron standards and tertiary hydrogen standards
•
The avera^^e film values for these standard lines were plotted
as abscissa and the differences between the film and the true
standard lines plotted as ordinates*
The averaged corrected values were then compared with
M.I.T. iron tables and those published by E.N.Russell in
Transactions of the American Philosophical Society, Volume 34,
and also with h;ydrogen lines in Mrs. Clancy's master's thesis.
In most cases only those lines agreeing within 0.1 i with
Mrs. Clancy's lines were recorded. Many of the latter writer';
lines did not appear on the films because of intense iron

lines In the vicinity or lines due to impurities.
The line intensity traces made by the micropho tometer
were recorded on a scale from 0-8. The intensities did
not enter into calculations, but are recorded since estimates
of transition probabilities may be made from them.
Table II contains the results of the investigation made
of the hydrogen molecular spectrum in the region 5200 to
A5800. It includes
Approxiij^tely measured values of intensities.
Wave lengths in both the direction of increasing and
decreasing wave length.
Average wave length values to seven significant figures.
Corrections interpolated from the correction curve for
each line appearing on both films.
Averaged corrected wave lengths to seven significant
figures
•
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